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Distance vs time graph worksheet with answers

Related topics: More science mathematics worksheets a series of free science lessons for seventh and eighth grade, KS3 and checkpoint science in preparation for GCSE and IGCSE sciences. Distance time graphs create a time-of-distance graph of the information given. Determine the speed of the object from the distance time chart.
Use a mass to determine the speed of a speeding object. Example: A remote time graph of the following: 1. Someone walked 100 meters in a straight line in the 100s. Someone walks in a 60m straight line in the 80s. The tendency of the remote time graph is the speed of the object. Video time distance charts average speed speed =
distance / time slope of the graph = average speed (y-axis = distance, axis x = time) • Easy to compare speeds • The greater the gradient, the greater the speed of video width the distance the speed of the speed = distance / time example: 1. Person walks to shop 100 meters from their home. This takes 300 seconds. They spend 200
seconds in the shop and then go home in 500 seconds. They spend 200 seconds in the shop and then go home in 500 seconds. 3. A motorcycle driver leaves the house and travels 500 meters in 100 seconds. They then stay in the same place for 300 seconds before travelling home in 200 seconds. In the distance time graph, the gradient
(slope) of the line represents speed. The steeper the line, the higher the speed. Try the free Mathway calculator and solve problems below to practice different math subjects. Try the given examples, or type in your own problem and check your answer with step-by-step explanations. We welcome your comments, comments and inquiries
about this site or page. Please submit your feedback or inquiries via the Feedback page. Level 4-5 1) Gradient of the line = speed 2) Flat section means no speed (stop) 3) Whenever the larger speed chart 4) negative slope = return to the starting point (return) describes the chart below a journey that contains several parts to it, each
represented by a different straight line. Part A: \bf{09:00 - 11:00}, the person traveled 30 km away from the start point that lasted two hours. Part B: \bf{11:00 -12:00}, we can see that the line is flat, so the distance from the starting point has not changed – it was fixed. Part C: \bf{12:00 -12:30}, they moved another 30 km away from their
starting point. Part D: \bf{12:30 - 14:00}, they traveled a full 60 km to where they started. Speed calculation - For each part of the journey: \text{Speed} (S) = \dfrac{text}{{D{\\\text{time}Part A: \bf{09:00- 11:00} \text{Speed=={30}{2} = 15 km/h Part B: bf{11:00 - 1 2:00} \text{Speed}= \dfrac{0}{1} = 0 km/h (immobile) Part C: \bf{12:00 - 12:30}
\text{Speed=\dfra{30}c = {0.5} = 60 km/h Part D: \bf=12:30 - 14:00} \dfrac{60} {1.5} = 40 km /h of this we can see that the person who traveled faster on the C Valentina part is going for a bike ride. The following is a distance time chart describing its complete journey. a) How long has it been fixed? b) What is the total distance travelled
during its journey? c) What is its average speed per kilometer between 17:15 and 17:45? [3 marks] a) We can see that the graph was flat for one large square. From the axis, we can see that two large squares total 15 minutes, and therefore one large square is worth 7.5 minutes, so it was fixed for 7.5 minutes. b) Valentina travelled away
from home 25 kilometres away, stopped briefly, then travelled 25 kilometres home. Therefore, I travelled 50 km in total. c) We need to calculate the graph gradient between 17:15 and 17:45. This period lasted for 30 minutes, equivalent to 0.5 hours – that's the change in x. During this period, the distance from the house increased from 5
km to 25 km, which means that it has travelled 20 km in total - this is the change in y. So, we get the text {gradient = \dfrac{20}{20} = 40 km/h so, making the above words look more readable, we get: 12:00 - 13:30, traveling from 0 to 44 miles away. 13:30 - 16:30, stays in one place, 16:30 - 18:30, travels from 44 miles to 0 miles. On the
graph, this looks like: looking at the graph, we can see that it works at three different speeds during different parts of the race. The graph becomes less steep in the middle, so that its maximum speed period will not be, and the other two are difficult to distinguish between them once you look at it so we will work both. Period 1:
\text{Gradient} =\\\\text={text=text=================72-0=8.33 m/s Period 3: \text =Gradient==\\\\\\\\\\\===================================================================text===============72-0=8.33 m/s Period 3: \text =Gradient==text=text==text==text================72-0=8.33 m=8=8==text
===text=text============72-0=8.33 m==8=text ===text==text===The government has also been able to provide a new and more well-prepared and highly prepared national government to provide as many as $100 million in support of the government's work. The government's work on the project is expected to be a good time for the
Government to provide the full range of resources to the country' and to provide a clear and timely support for the project. 0-880}{282-180} = 6.08 m/h so Chris's fastest speed during the race was 8.33 m/h, to 3 sf. (a) The distance is, \text Total Distance = 48 + 10 = 58 km (b) stopped for 30 minutes at the 32km mark. The gradient chart of
the distance time is the speed. And then to find the fastest average speed we must find the steepest section of the chart. This is the last section that covers 48 km in one hour, and therefore, \text{speed limit } = 48 km /h try a review card about it. Freya's worksheet requires students to build their own charts of motion and answerquestions
about them. The ultimate lycies question to stretch students higher attain. Answers included. Also, it is a quick start activity to get students to use their initiative when analyzing d/t charts. Read moreFreeReport problem
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